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Has US War against Iran
Already Begun? US Drone
Sentinel captured by Iran

Orly Taitz Report: Obama
Ordered to Appear at Trial
and Provide Birth and I.D.
records under all his names:
Soetoro,
Soebarkah, Obama
Judge Malihi in Georgia has signed the subpoena on request of attorney Orly
Taitz. It is issued from that court to compel Obama to appear at trial and provide
certified vital records from Hawaii and elsewhere under all of the names he used:
Soetoro, Soebarkah, and Obama.

Obama re-election 2012 is Americans Greatest Fear.

The US Drone Sentinel was raido controlled by Iranian military to land and
be captured, and US Airforce lost radio control of the multi million dollar snoop.
Now, the U.S. Air Force is sending a brand-new stealth drone to Afghanistan,
Iran, and Pakistan. It joins squadron of older model U.S. killer drones. Why?
Something ominous is becoming clear: a covert war against Iran. The downed
droneis the latest in a series of mysterious events, including explosions and assassinations targeting Iran’s nuclear scientists and its ballistic missile program.
War without the American people's knowledge? It wouldn’t be the first time.
by Sheldon Richman
The U.S. government lost a spy drone over Iran. Is it part of an ongoing
covert war? Either Iranian forces shot it down or it fell out of the sky. We may
never know which, but now the Obama administration wants it back. Iran says no.
It is apparently studying the craft’s advanced stealth and other technology — and
perhaps attempting to reverse engineer it.
This is not analogous to playful kids who accidentally throw a baseball into
a neighbor’s yard and ask for it back. The U.S. government has been making war
sounds in Iran’s direction for years, and these belligerent noises have grown louder in recent months. While there are grounds for believing the U.S. military does
not want to attack Iran, which is far larger and more populous than Iraq and would
require a long, bloody involvement throughout the region, President Obama and
Secretary of State Hillary Clinton insist that “all options are on the table.”
Those who insist that the U.S. government is a benevolent force in the world
ought to take note that the Obama administration has not excluded nuclear
weapons from the list of options. [Israel is also supplied with US nucks !]
But the present trouble only scratches the surface. For years the U.S. government has menaced Iran with a military presence in the region, including warships in the Persian Gulf. Indeed, Iran is virtually surrounded by American military bases. The invasions of Afghanistan and Iraq put thousands of troops just
across Iran’s east and west borders. Other close U.S. allies in the region include
Turkey, Saudi Arabia, and Israel.
Admittedly, the Bush administration’s overthrow of Iran’s nemesis, Saddam
Hussein in Iraq, seems to have introduced an incoherent note in an otherwise consistently anti-Iran policy. The now Shiite-ruled Iraq is closer to Iran’s regime than
Saddam’s Sunni Ba’athist regime was. (The U.S. government supported Saddam
when his military attacked Iran in 1980.)
Moreover, U.S. troops are leaving Iraq, as called for by the agreement negotiated between the Iraqi regime and the Bush administration. But the troops are
not going far. As the Department of Defense puts it, the forces are simply being
“repostured,” that is, moved elsewhere in the region, including Kuwait. Iran surely has noticed.
The U.S. government wants the American people to believe that there are
sound reasons for this belligerence, namely, that it is defensive and preemptive.
Nonsense. As many have pointed out, U.S. intelligence agencies say Iran dropped
its nuclear-weapons program over eight years ago, and the International Atomic
Energy Agency has regularly certified that Iran has complied with its obligations
under the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty. Every speck of Iran’s uranium is
accounted for by the IAEA — none has been diverted to weapons production.
Of course, U.S. regimes have portrayed Iran as aggressively anti-American
since its 1979 Islamic revolution. But that narrative conveniently leaves out the
fact that the CIA helped overthrow a democratic government and install the brutal Shah in 1953. Iran did not start the hostilities.
So is war against Iran ahead? Who can say for certain? The economic sanctions the U.S. has long maintained against Iran, which have been intensified of
late, already constitute an act of war under international law and could be the prelude to overt war. The sanctions are apparently supposed to persuade the Iranian
people, who unlike their rulers suffer privation, to overthrow their government.
The problem for the U.S. policy is that sanctions more often than not have the
opposite effect: they prompt the people to rally around the government to counter the external enemy.
Sheldon Richman is senior fellow at The Future of Freedom Foundation
(www.fff.org) and editor of The Freeman magazine.

A New Year's poll says Americans, by a margin of 2:1 fear the 2012 re-election of Obama to the highest office in USA as commander of the US Military and
nuclear weapons. And, nearly half of Americans 65 and older said Obama's
reelection was their top fear. [Relax, Obama just wants to set the record for the
most golf games plaed by any head of the White House. So far, he has 92 games.]
31 percent of all Americans said
they feared higher taxes as their 2nd
fear. Nearly 38 percent of younger
Americans, 18-24, said their biggest fear
was higher taxes.

Obama is a Dictator! A King?

Barack Obama defied long-standing
precedent by appointing Richard
Cordray as director new proposed federal agency while the Senate is not in
recess. Appointments of this nature not
only allow the President to bypass the
confirmation process, they also jeopardize Congress’ ability to check excessive executive power. Everything Obama
does is for a single purpose, consolidation of power, all power, in the Federal
Government Obama regime.
"In this hour I was responsible for the fate of the German people, and thereby I become the supreme judge of the German people." - Adolph Hitler
Obama said: "When Congress refuses to act and as a result hurts our economy and puts people at risk, I have an obligation as president to do what I can
without them.” [Editor: By that logic, I demand Obama's immediate resignation!]
Every day that goes by without a curb upon his quest for a statist utopia is a
day further away from a resolution to this looming Constitutional crisis peacefully by either impeachment or at the ballot box.
The mere fact that Obama could make such an utterance alluding to governing WITHOUT the consent of Congress because they are hampering him should
scare the HELL out of EVERY American!! Add it up: Obama care + Senate bill
S 1867 + SOPA + a narcissist in the white house+ No I.D. + illegal wars + a media
that has forsaken the truth + an economy that has been completely wrecked =
DICTATORSHIP. Dictators get their powers by their ability to convert
internecine plotting to gain political power, and Dictator Barack Obama is
GOOD at that. Had Obamacare been publicly debated, it would never have
passed. Obama, Pelosi and Reid all knew that, so they made certain: in Nancy's
immortal phrase, "We have to pass the bill so that you can find out what is in it."
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Obama’s homo
U.S. Navy
This picture speaks a thousand
words about how Barack Obama has
changed the US Military. Once a conservative institution focused on protecting America, Obama has twisted it with
social experiments and the promotion
of his left-wing agenda.
Once Sodomy was illegal, now
homosexuality is actively encouraged.
This report from the LA Times tell the
story. This kiss was staged for the
media. We all should be deeply saddened: A public sexual display between two
female sailors from California is being hailed as “the kiss heard ’round the
world” by activists who fought for a repeal of the ban on gays and lesbians serving openly in the military.
Petty Officer 2nd Class Marissa Gaeta from Placerville shared a kiss with
partner Petty Officer 3rd Class Citlalic Snell of Los Angeles as Gaeta’s ship, the
amphibious landing ship Oak Hill tied up. Wake Up America! STOP IT !

Obama’s Illegal Aliens Get
Cell Phones ?
Obama’s Illegal aliens now quite possibly can call a toll free government

Corrupt Congresscrittes....

When public office is used specifically for private gain, [ like Pelosi et al ]
we have a problem.
After all, politicians are sent to Washington with a mandate to promote
thewill of the people. However, America's politicians often end up serving the
wishes of their corporate masters, as well as other special interest groups.
Here's a few hard facts on the matter…
1. Talk about the 1%. Over half of the members of Congress, who are sent
to Washington on the behalf of the common man, are millionaires.
2. Legal Insider Trading? There is currently no accountability or oversight
to prohibit members of the U.S. Congress from profiting in the financial markets
based upon the inside information they obtain in the course of their daily work.
(The news program, 60 Minutes, recently blew the lid off of the Congressional
insider trading scandal. Video: www.youtube.com/watch?v=x95uC_wzUX4.
I do not favor new laws on this matter. Why create new laws when existing
laws already specifically define and outline the illegality of insider trading. All
Congressmen should be expected to abide by the same insider trading laws that
already exist and that apply to all Americans. Why should they be exempt?
3. Federal Employees Everywhere. As of 2010, over 80,000 federal workers
held jobs that earned $150,000 or more a year. That number has soared tenfold in
the past five years, has doubled since Obama regime, according to USA Today.
I have had enough of the Federal government's overreach into our wallets and
into our personal lives.
The failed Keynesian economic policies — and the welfare state that it has
helped create — coupled with the warfare state that has resulted from the failed
foreign policy disasters promoted by Zionist NeoCons and other war profiteers,
has driven America to utter bankruptcy.
As the bombs drop and the government handouts continue, our financially
corrupt political leaders continue to sell this nation out to the highest corporate
bidders. Meanwhile, excessive power in the Executive branch continues to create
a national police state as the fraudulent Federal Reserve system keeps the
American Titanic afloat as our nation's lender of last resort.
Its time to end the Federal Reserve which props up the current warfare state
and return to a sound monetary system.
Its time to stop the American police state in its tracks.
Its time to end the broken welfare state that creates needless dependency on
the Federal government.
Its time to get the corrupt Federal government out of our wallets, our bedrooms, and our educational system and return to the states their rightful sovereignty. Its time for a real revolution.
Obama’s Banana Republic?
The decision that Barack Obama is making, is acting like a dictator of a
banana republic. It’s absolutely irresponsible what Obama is doing to get behind
measures to increase spending to such a level that we’re going in to debt, $1.5 trillion every year.
Compare Obama’s annual, trillion-dollar deficits with Bush’s 2007 deficit of
$160 billion. Some of Obama’s monthly deficits have exceeded that. Obama
once called this behavior ”unpatriotic,” uh, before he usurped the White House.
Clearly the shackles of debt slavery Obama’s free-spending policies have
forged threaten to collapse the economy. Former Sen. Judd Gregg, whom Obama
invited to serve as his Commerce Secretary, said, “This nation is on a course
where if we don’t do something about it, get federal situation, the fiscal policy
[under control], we’re Greece. We’re a banana republic.”

number, 1-800-259-0957, to get a free “Obama Phone.” The program, conventionally known as Safe Link Wireless, is available to those are on food stamps
or Medicaid. Applying for work permits that give them drivers’ licenses provides illegals proof of identity. With that, they enter America’s entitlement class
and even become enabled to vote in our elections — for Obama, Democrats.
The Obama administration has set up a cascading series events, beginning
back in August when deportation of tens of thousands of illegal immigrants was
suspended, pending reviews. “A review of about 300,000 deportation cases currently before the immigration courts,” will be done by the DOJ and Homeland
Security to “halt deportations of longtime residents with clean police records
who came here illegally when they were children,” according to a New York
Timesarticle.
According to Latino publications, Obama regime is urging Hispanic illegals
to be sure to get their work permits, so they can get drivers’ licenses, so they
can register to vote. In the Chicago community organizer way of socialism, are
we seeing the Obama campaign begin now to pad their Democrat voter lists by
providing illegals incentives to vote for Obama by paving the way to sidestep
those onerous voter ID rules states have enacted?
Beginning back in August the media reported, “Manuel Guerra, an illegal
immigrant from Mexico living in Florida and fighting a five year deportation
court battle told a New York Times reporter the news was like something from
above, from heaven.” He added, “I don’t want to go back to Mexico.”
We learn about the effort of U.S. Rep. Barbara Lee who claimed that states
are passing voter identification laws with the goal of preventing minorities from
voting in elections. Al Sharpton was pontificating on his MSNBC show that our
seniors won’t get to vote because of these voter ID rules. Lies. Lies.
Once again, we see that the Democratic voting machine operates behind a
smokescreen of virtue while actually working to elect Democrats no matter how
Arizona houses 1,742 Hawaiian inmates in the middle of the desert at the
illegal the route.
Saguaro
and Red Rock prison facilities due to overcrowding and lack on funding
Hey, why not, a free phone, free medical care, free food, and free citizenship for any babies I can get born in the U.S.A.? That might make me awfully to build new prisons in Hawaii. The state of Hawaii has extended the $45.5 million a year contract to house inmates in Arizona with Corrections Corporation of
grateful — grateful enough to remember these kind gestures at election time.
America (CCA) another three years until June 30, 2014.
According to www.hawaii.gov/icis Recidivism Update 2010, Hawaii recidivism rate averages above fifty percent, which is a problem for the state budget and
community. The report from the U.S. Department of Health and Human
call 558 8253 for appointment/ estimate. Service titled From Prison to Home: The Effect of Incarceration and Reentry on
Children, Families and Communities, "A social investment in prisoners‚ families
and children will require the adoption of more positive views of prisoners‚ families and family relationships, better understanding of family needs and societal
responses, and dedicated attention to changing the prevailing system responses."
Following the recommendations from the report will have the following positive
effects: 1. It reduces recidivism; 2 Strengthen the community and family bonds;
3 It reduces the state budget housing repeat offenders.
Los Angeles County Jail, the largest jail system in the world with more than
30,000 active inmates in the system, reduced the rate of call to lower recidivism.
An article titled "Jail phone calls ring up big bills" states the following: "The
amount of money charged is controversial because studies show that maintaining
strong family contact during incarceration through phone calls, correspondence
Susan
George
and visits can aid parole success and reduce recidivism."
G & S Enterprises.....Publisher............George Peabody....Editor
Just Talk Communications is solving these problems today by reducing
email to MolokaiMAN@basicisp.net
recidivism by making communication affordable and reachable.
The Hawaiian inmates in Arizona are in trouble. They do not have family
members that can visit them due to the distance and high cost of travel. Inmates
only make $0.12 per hour and phone calls cost $0.25 per minute plus a $2.00 conweb page: http://www.MolokaiAdvertiserNews.com
nection fee. The cost for a 21-minute phone call is approximately $8.00 with tax.
Phone: 558-8253.....Call The M.A.N. online
Family members are typical lower income and cannot afford to maintain frequent
Published Every Wednesday Made on Molokai for theWorld
communications that keeps family members bonded with Hawaiian inmates in
Subscriptions....FREE Online MolokaiAdvertiserNews.com
Arizona due to the high cost of phone calls.
Published Weekly. Founded in 1984...Contents © 2011 All Rights Reserved
Just Talk Communications can help

Dear Editor: Hawaiian Inmates Arizona?

Tree Trimming-recyclechips eastend
The Moloka'i Advertiser-News

Patriot-guerrilla journalism
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19-Year Old Mother Shoot and
Kills Home Invader

Molokai's Forum For Freedom
Individual’s Sovereignty vs Slavery
by George Peabody ph. 558-8253 email:

A young Oklahoma mother shot and killed an intruder to protect her 3"We have staked the whole of all our political instimonth-old
baby on New Year's Eve, days after the baby's father died of cancer.
tutions upon the capacity of mankind for self-governThe
young
mother was Sarah McKinley, who told reporters that a week earment, upon the capacity of each and all of us to govern
lier,
on
the
day
of
her husband’s funeral, a man named Justin Martin came to visit,
ourselves, to control ourselves, to sustain ourselves
saying
he
was
a
neighbor.
The 18-year-old mother refused to let him in that day.
according to the Ten Commandments of God."—

Bill of Rights 2nd Amendment:
“A well regulated militia being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the people to keep and
bear arms shall not be infringed.”
Wake up militia! Use it , or lose it ! Got your gun, yet?
"...with a firm reliance on the protection of Divine Providence, we mutually
pledge to each other our lives, or fortunes and our sacred honor."
(Unanimous Declaration.of Independence)
If you will not fight for the right when you can easily win without bloodshed,
and, if you will not fight when your victory will be sure and not too costly, you
may come to the moment when you will have to fight with all the odds against
you and only a precarious chance of survival. There may even be a worse case.
You may have to fight when there is no hope of victory, because it is better to perish than live as slaves.
“The people cannot delegate to government the power to do anything which
would be unlawful for them to do themselves.”- John Locke
"Those who make peaceful change impossible,
make violent change inevitable." -- Robert F. Kennedy

"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.

Enforce the Bill of Rights !
————————————
"And how we burned in the camps later, thinking: What would things have
been like if every Security operative [insert your favorite alphabet Gang DEA,
BATFE, H.S., TSA, FBI, IRS, NSA, CIA, LEOs etc. here], when he went out at
night to make an arrest, had been uncertain whether he would return alive and
had to say goodbye to his family? Or if, during periods of mass arrests, as for
example in Leningrad, when they arrested a quarter of the entire city, people hadnot simply sat there in their lairs, paling in terror at every bang of the downstairs
door and at every step on the staircase, but had understood they had nothing left
to lose [neither do you now] and had boldly set up in the downstairs hall an
ambush of half a dozen people with axes, hammers, pokers, or whatever else was
at hand. The Organs would very quickly have suffered a shortage of officers and
transports and, notwithstanding all of Stalin's thirst; the cursed machine would
have ground to a halt!" -- The Gulag Archipelago, Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn

Martin returned with a friend and a 12-inch knife on New Year's Eve and the
two men began trying to break into Ms. McKinley’s house. McKinley put a bottle in the baby’s mouth, got a 12-gauge shotgun and a pistol and called 911.
It is a pretty remarkable scene:
"I've got two guns in my hand -- is it okay to shoot him if he comes in this
door?" the young mother asked the 911 dispatcher. "I'm here by myself with my
infant baby, can I please get a dispatcher out here immediately?"
The 911 dispatcher confirmed with McKinley that the doors to her home
were locked as she asked again if it was okay to shoot the intruder if he were to
come through her door.
"I can't tell you that you can do that but you do what you have to do to protect your baby," the dispatcher told her. McKinley was on the phone with 911 for
a total of 21 minutes.
When Martin kicked in the door and came after her with the knife, the teen
mom shot and killed the 24-year-old. Police are calling the shooting justified.
I concur with Sarah Palin, who said of McKinley in an email to National
Review Online: “I love that young woman. I’m all in favor of girls with guns
who know their purpose. She fulfilled a purpose of the Second Amendment. I’d
advise my own daughters to do the same. This mom protected an innocent life.
Kudos to the 911 radio telephone operator, too.
Sarah McKinley was inside her own house so some of the regulations discussed in Anna’s story were not germane. Still, this is still a story about how guns
in the hands of decent people can be used to fend off bad people.
I am from a part of the country where people are fond of hunting with guns.
But I’ve never liked them, never been comfortable around guns. I do know, however, that people who advocate ever-tightening restrictions on guns, including the
kinds of restrictions Anna wrote about, don't do much to help good citizens. Too
stringent rules could ultimately take the right to own a gun from law-abiding people like Sarah McKinley who defended herself and her baby.
Taking away a woman’s access to effective means of self-defense makes her
an even more attractive target. As a woman and a concealed-carry permit holder,
I should not have my right and my ability to protect myself and my family depend
on what state issues my permit. 2nd Amendment: NO PERMITS NEEDED !

"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.

Guns Preserve YOUR Sovereignty !
Enforce the Bill of Rights!

Gun Rights Refresher
1. An armed man is a citizen. An unarmed man is a subject.
2. A gun in the hand is better than a cop on the phone.
3. If guns cause crime, then pencils cause misspelled words.
4. "Free" men do not ask permission to bear arms.
5. If you don't know your rights you don't have any.
6. Those who trade liberty for security have neither.
7. What part of "shall not be infringed" do you not understand?
8. The Second Amendment is to enforce the other 9 Amendments.
9. 64,999,987 firearms owners killed no one yesterday.
10. Guns only have two enemies; rust and politicians.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Know guns, know peace, know safety.
No guns, no peace, no safety.
You don't shoot to kill; you shoot to stay alive.
911 - government sponsored Dial-a-Prayer.
Assault is a behavior, not a gun device.
Criminals love gun control -- it makes their jobs safer.
If guns cause crime, then matches cause arson.
Only a government that is afraid of citizens prohibits guns.
You only have the rights you are willing to fight for.
Remove the people's right to bear arms, you create slaves.
The American Revolution was about gun control.

Crimes of Politicians Must Be Stopped by The People (You are The Militia)

The crime on our streets is a tiny fraction of the crime in the offices of our politicians and bureaucrats - the massive majority of crime is committeed by the criminal classes in
power. Just look at the constant abuse of power in our State government offices and you will realize the extent of crime in Government. Just consider just how many BILLIONS of
dollars a day Government extorts from the people and how little WE get in return; and just how comfortable the politicians make themselves at the expense of the peoples they extort!
The goal of the founders of America was to restrict government within severe limits and to protect the rights of soverign individuals. Government has NO rights!
Judges are impeachable. Furthermore, judges may be removed immediately for violating oaths of office, involvement in conspiracies, extortion, and failing to uphold their duty
to the common law. Judges can also be arrested, they are not exempt from this nor are any other officials, including the President of the United States.
Do the people have the power to do this? Yes, the people have the power to do everything to defend our country against all enemies foreign or domestic politician, and government has no power to say otherwise. Fascist bureaucrats might send out its armed marauders, but a huge group of The People (Militia) armed with guns as guaranteed their Right to
keep and bear arms by the 2nd Amendment is likely to stop them unless the governments decide that it is time to begin mass killings of all people who believe in the rights of Man.

Wake up ! Enforce the Bill of Rights !
“A well regulated militia, being necessary to the security of a free state, the right of the people to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed.” Exercise the 2nd Amendment.

S
A
F
E
T
Y
!

Private
Lessons;
Livefire
Practice

Call

558-8253

Bill of Rights
2 nd Am en d ment:
“A well regulated Militia,
being necessary to the
security of a free State,
the right of the people
to keep and bear arms,
shall not be infringed.”
Use it or lose it !
ph. 558-8253
Join the club! N.R.A.
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Letters to Editor: Obama’s AG Principal’s
Molokai
High School News
Honors List are students who have earned Mark Point
Eric Holder Accused in
Averages of 4.000* or above while enrolled in six or more courses, four or more
of which are solid courses. For the second quarter of the 2011-12 school year:
Oaklahoma
bombing
Murder
Grade 9: Edel Mae Alvarez, Tiera-Lee Bishaw Marquez, Kelsie Espiritu“You need to know that Eric Holder…played a key role in covering up the torture-murder death of my brother, Kenneth Michael Trentadue.”
This is what Salt Lake City attorney Jesse Trentadue wrote in December 2008
to prospective incoming chairman of the Senate Justice Committee, Patrick Leahy.
The newly elected Barack Obama had made Holder his choice for Attorney
General and Trentadue was going to do everything in his power to stop this shameful appointment from going forward.
Kenneth Trentadue was murdered in Oklahoma City on August 21, 1995, four
months after the bombing of the Alfred P. Murrah building. He had been taken into
custody by the FBI and placed in an isolation cell at a federal facility in El Reno,
Oklahoma.
Unable to get satisfactory information from government officials on what had
happened to his brother, in 1997 Jesse Trentadue filed a federal wrongful death
lawsuit against the Department of Justice. In it, Trentadue made the extraordinary
claim that the Department had hidden and “destroyed evidence that would have
exposed my brother’s murderers.”
The official government report on cause of death presented to Trentadue’s
family stated that Kenneth had hanged himself in his cell. But massive bruises and
lacerations all over his body compelled even the Oklahoma City medical examiner to state “very likely he was murdered.”
As a result of that lawsuit, in 2001 the Trentadue family was awarded $1.1
million, and the federal judge indeed later ruled that “the FBI had lied in
court…and destroyed evidence.”
Using e-mails and handwritten notes acquired in that lawsuit, Trentadue
demonstrated in his correspondence to Patrick Leahy that then-Deputy Attorney
General Eric Holder had engineered a scheme to sidetrack any investigation into
Trentadue’s brother’s death in order to “deflect congressional oversight and media
attention.”
Calling their agenda the “Trentadue mission,” members of Holder’s DOJ team
compared their efforts to “coordinating the invasion of Normandy.” They referred
to “meeting with [Holder] to discuss ‘Trentadue-does’ and ‘Trentadue-don’t’,”
concerning a carefully crafted press release designed to announce that a federal
grand jury had just concluded its work and found no reason to charge a crime.
Of course that October 9 press release failed to say the grand jury had actually, secretly concluded its business in August, having been supplied with only the
“evidence” the Department of Justice saw fit to provide.
The lengths to which Eric Holder and others went to stifle any investigation
of the Trentadue affair make it clear that it was not simply a federal prisoner interrogation that went too far. CoachIsRight.com will present the known history of this
extraordinary Clinton administration affair and cover-up through the coming days.

● Da Kine Ads ●
SERVICES OFFERED
Architectural Drafting Office
Ph. 553-9045
email: luigis@aloha.net
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
LICENSED ARCHITECT
Rich Young - Custom homes
Portfolio available online at
www.richyoungarchitect.com
553-5992 ryoung@aloha.net
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Pono Tree Triming /remove
and chips: ph 558 8253

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

2-bdrm house, newly renovated,
fully furnished. Carport, storage, laundry $1250/mo. min. 6 mos. Lease.
Non-smokers only. No pets. Last
house Seaside Place Koheo Wetland
koheo_kottages@yahoo.com or

Tanabe, Alexandra Gilliland, Olelo K.P.A Hamakua Poepoe, Kristin Tancayo.
Grade 10: Xrystina Bicoy, Kilo Au Lani Kaawa-Gonzales.
Grade11: Ronalyn May Carino, Piikea Hanaoka, Faron Kamakana
Grade12: Charisse Manley, Chelsea Simon, Kate Sandy Espejo, Kailen
Inouye, Mikayla Pico, Tiffany Tanielu.
*Note: Mark Point Averages reflect inclusion of online course marks.

Molokai High School Hana Hou Tuesday
Every Tuesday Molokai High and Middle Schools’ library is open to the public from 2:00 to 8:00 p.m. as part of the 21st Century “Connecting Molokai M’s”
grant. Students and families have access to books, databases, computers, ipads,
ebooks, tutors and refreshments are available to all participants.
Scheduled activities are: Senior Project 2-8 p.m. on 1/31, 2/21, 3/6, 4/10, 5/1
Grades and Assignments Online for Molokai High School Students!
Students and parents can access class assignments and grades at
www.engrade.com/molokaihigh. User id and password to students' accounts were
given to students on August 10, 2011 in advisory. Parent account information was
sent home with midterm progress reports on 09/01/2011. Grade and assignment
information will be updated on the following dates:
Tuesday, January 17, 2012
Monday, January 30, 2012
Monday, February 13, 2012
Monday, February 27, 2012
Thursday, March 8, 2012
If you need assistance, please contact Julia De George at 567-6950 ext. 229.

Aloha Parents and Guardians of freshmen students in the
Molokai High Class of 2015!
If you are willing to be part of a booster group for the Class of ’15, please notify Nancy Lawrence, our head advisor (nancy_lawrence@notes.k12.hi.us or 5676950, ext. 278) with your name, telephone number and email address. We need
volunteers to donate snacks and/or to help plan and decorate for class activities as
we progress through our years at MHS.

Molokai High School Drivers Education
NEW
UPDATES!
Please
check
out
the
website
http://molokaihigh.weebly.com/driver-education-program.html for information
regarding driver's education. This web page will provide up to date announcements
as well as prerequisites students need to complete.
Molokai High Class of 2013 Needs Parent Volunteers for Junior Prom
Please help support your child by volunteering to help the Molokai High Class
of 2013 with their very first prom. The Class of 2013 will have their junior prom
on Saturday, March 10, 2012 at Lanikeha Center. We need parents to help with
food, decorations and chaperones. Please call Julia De George at 567-6950 ext 229
if you would like to volunteer for this important event.

phone 1-808-553-5992.

MHS Class of 2013 Prom Tickets
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
HELP WANTED
The Molokai High Class of 2013 Prom will be held Saturday March 10, 2012
FINAL EXPENSE AGENCY
at Lanikeha from 6:00pm-11:00pm. Tickets will be $35 per person. Deadline to
needs licensed insurance agents – Paid purchase tickets will be Tuesday, January 31, 2012. Please call Julia De George at
daily – Agent incentives with growth – 567-6950 regarding questions.
Proven lead system TV & Direct Mail
– Call Laura, 1-800-722-4605
Molokai High Athletics
===================
Enforce the Bill of Rights

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Every
Wednesday

DATE DAY SPORT Opponent TIME
Jan. 20 Fri G Basketball Lanai
Jan. 21 Sat G Basketball Lanai
Jan. 27 Fri B Basketball Seabury

Gym 7:00 pm
Gym 12:00 pm
Gym 7:00 pm

"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.
Your Company is in good company with The M.A.N.

Guns Preserve YOUR Sovereignty !
Enforce the Bill of Rights!
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America’s
Forsaken Promise
A Patriot series by Tinsley Grey Sammons
AMERICA’S FORSAKEN PROMISE

Multiculturalism Assumes USA
Lacks a Unique Culture
By Frosty Wooldridge

Part VII: But when a long Train of Abuses and Usurpations,
In Suicide of a Superpower, Patrick Buchanan said, “We have accepted today
pursuing invariably the same Object evinces a Design to reduce
the existence in perpetuity of a permanent underclass of scores of millions who
them to absolute Despotism… Take ACTION !
Persecution for profit naturally worsens until the beneficiaries of the persecution aresavaged by their outraged victims. If enforced respect for unalienable rights
cannot be accomplished by peaceful redress, then, as in 1776, redress by force of
arms is morally justified.
It is their Right, it is their Duty, to throw off such Government and to provide
new Guards for their future Security.
Unalienable rights are not favors won in elections. They are the natural power
that never lawfully changes, and every American is morally obliged to respect and
defend it.
Such has been the patient Sufferance of these Colonies…And today, such is
the sufferance of informed Americans not favored by the regime du jour.
And such is now the Necessity which constrains them to alter their former
Systems of Government. Americans need only reject the existing system of unlawful powers that have supplanted the legitimate Law of the Land. A Republican form
of government is guaranteed by Article IV, Section 4 of the U.S. Constitution.
The History of the present King of Great Britain is a History of repeated
Injuries and Usurpations, all having in direct Object the Establishment of an
absolute Tyranny over these States. To prove this, let Facts be submitted to a candid World.
Today, freedom loving Americans have more to fear from their own secretive,
faction and lobby-corrupted government than the Colonists ever had to fear from
their King and his Parliament.
He has obstructed the administration of Justice.
An ordinary Citizen choosing to report a violation of his unalienable rights to
the Justice Department by way of its investigative organization, the F.B.I., will
quickly discover that the primary concern of government agencies is the maintenance of the imperial status quo.
He has made Judges dependent on his Will alone, for the Tenure of their
Offices, and the Amount and Payment of their Salaries.
In the endless Power versus Liberty struggle, the record of the judges is worse
than merely disgraceful —some of it is intrinsically criminal . Federal judges and
Supreme Court justices serve life terms in office, although some should be banished for life to some remote atoll for the lives they’ve unjustly ruined. Ruthlessly
creating and imposing bad law upon the common folk, legislators and judges systematically violate the genuine
Law of the Land for the financial benefit of themselves and the establishment
they serve. Once America’s worsening Legal Holocaust is exposed, informed
grand juries ought to issue the Presentments* necessary to order their individual
indictments for their systematic crimes against humanity.
* See: Fifth Amendment. If employed by informed grand juries, the little
known presentment power is a legal weapon that could all but eliminate corruption
in government. Merely being the target of a grand jury investigation can end a
scoundrel’s political career.
He has erected a multitude of New Offices, and sent hither Swarms of Officers
to harass our People, and eat out their Substance.
Freedom is being incrementally submerged into a political cesspool brimming
with regulations, prohibitions, and punishments. The Judicial Industry systematically impoverishes—and often imprisons—harmless citizens made “criminal” by
legislative license and judicial ukase.
For imposing taxes on us without our Consent.
With unlimited power to tax* and spend, so-called representatives arrogantly
betray the taxpayers among their constituents by squandering huge sums of money
on patently unlawful programs.
*Formally educated parasites cash in on complexity where simplicity would
work much better for the general population. Fairness and justice are not synonyms. The only just system for tax collection is a pay as you purchase, single
sales tax collected without exception or consideration for the purchasers’ expressed
ability to pay. The legal terror apparatus referred to as the IRS should be replaced
by something called the RDA, or Revenue Distribution Authority.
For depriving us in many Cases, of the Benefits of Trial by Jury.
Those arrested are at the mercy of the Judicial Industry, which, by virtue of its
usurped control of grand juries and its exclusive license to inflict severe consequences for the disobedience of laws whether good or bad, has monopoly control
over justice— or the absence of it. Since constitutional due process is an impediment to quick profit, the
Judicial Industry dispenses with it whenever possible. Even if an accused has
the financial power to defy the threat/bribe of a plea bargain, he will risk a jury that
has not been informed of its unalienable right to follow Conscience and vote to
acquit in righteous defiance of bad law.
In every stage of these Oppressions We have Petitioned for Redress in the
most humble terms: Our repeated Petitions have been answered only by repeated
Injury. A Prince whose Character is thus marked by every act which may define a
Tyrant, is unfit to be the Ruler of a free People.
Repeatedly trying to elect away what is essentially a legal problem that should
be remediable in a court of law simply won’t work. For that, Americans must find
the resolve and muster the solidarity necessary to ruthlessly enforce the genuine
Law of the Land.

CRUEL UTOPIAN FOLLY
(An Open Letter to Peace Officers)
The more numerous the laws, the more corrupt the State. —Tinsley Grey
Sammons (1936)
[part IX begins page20 ]

cannot cope and must be carried by society—fed, clothed, housed, tutored, medicated at taxpayer’s expense their entire lives. We have a dependent nation the size
of Spain in our independent America. We have a new division in our country, those
who pay a double or triple fare, and those who ride forever free.”
The accelerating masquerade of multiculturalism manifests itself solely in first
world countries. People who promote it assume that the cultures of Canada,
Europe, Australia and America are not complete in themselves.
Mexico, Somalia, Congo, India, Saudi Arabia, Iraq, Afghanistan, Japan,
Korea, China and most other mono-ethnic and mono-religious societies do not
allow multiculturalism. In many such societies, their cultures do not allow women
to vote, think, become educated, enjoy equal rights or choose whom to marry.
Citizens suffer a litany of limitations and discriminations.
Yet, somebody dreamed up the idea that multiculturalism must be thrust upon
America and Canada as if it would improve on their freedoms of religion, free
thought and free expression. Any fool can witness that it does not work in Norway,
Sweden, France, United Kingdom, Germany, Holland, Belgium and any other
country overrun by third world immigrants.
United Kingdom’s Prime Minister Cameron announces, “Multiculturalism has
created complete separation in the UK.” Two generations of students have been
taught to believe that all cultures are created equal, that we do not have a legitimate
made-in-Canada or made-in-America cultural identity deserving of protection.
My friend Tim Murray brings the hammer down on the pretention that “multiculturalism” is the end all and be all for enhancing another country’s own culture.
After 70 years of "White Australia" policy, we are meant to feel guilt and thus
we need to have open borders and open minds and allow "diversity" and multiculturalism as an ideal. Patriotism for Australia is considered racist, yet other settlers
are encouraged to cherish their national/cultural identities.
“Multiculturalism assumes that Australia doesn't have a culture. Our early
poets, bush-ballads, traditional songs and dances, folklore, visual arts, indigenous
culture, colonial and Federation architecture is undermined by modern-day celebration of "Harmony" and "Diversity". How many school kids would recognize or
recite one of Banjo Patterson's poems now?
“Multiculture" is not a culture itself, but a salad of mixed ethnic identities. It's
been used to justify mass immigration. There's no "glue" to hold together any common ideals - and there are sanctions against any discussion or criticism of it.”
Anyone living in New England states where Somalian immigrants wreak terror in the local schools and ride the welfare rolls, understands the horror of multiculturalism. The latest stems from a Muslim teen that beat up a young American
teen because she wouldn’t have sex with him. He broke her front teeth out and said,
“I’m going to mess up your pretty face.” And he did, big time!
African Refugees Bring AIDS, Crime to New England Towns
“Even the ANZAC Day memories are becoming of little significance, but for
a few who remember their fore-fathers who fought in the two world wars, it is
being embraced as a symbol of our past,” said Murray.
“One by one, our traditions and symbols are falling like bowling pins. The
Socialists are willing to see Canada and America colonized by cultures from across
the globe, and are gleeful by the exponential increase in the number of "ethnic"
(that is foreign) enclaves in both countries’ urban centers.
“The British, the French and the indigenous peoples are not mere fragments of
a Canadian "mosaic" but “Founding Peoples” in a distinctive Canadian culture.
Apologists for multiculturalism often remark, "What is a Canadian anyway?"
Canadians of my father's generation, the ones who stormed Juno Beach in
Normandy or flew in the RAF, RCAF or served in the "Royal" Canadian navy as
my uncles did know what a Canadian was.
“In just 30 years I have witnessed the deliberate and calculated demolition of
a nation. A nation that our founding peoples created long before the immigrants
joined the party. My great grandparents—the first of my family to make Canada
their home—were Scandinavians—and they were proud to salute the Red Ensign
(with its Union Jack), make an oath of allegiance to our CANADIAN head-of-state
(Queen Victoria), obey British-based laws and speak one of our official languages
(English) without aid or encouragement.
Who then is behind this policy of official multicultural-schism? Answer—
hose who harness and mobilize ethnic voters as a bloc vote in support of the
growth lobby. And those cheap labor employers who want a large pool of
unskilled labor to draw from and more consumers to sell to.
“It is time that the ideology of multiculturalism be exposed for what it is. It is
the corporate agenda of growing the labor pool under the guise of “diversity and
tolerance.” Multiculturalism, aka "Diversity", is destructive Population Ponzi
Scheme. When will "left wing" see it for the scam it is? When will environmentalists understand that mass immigration has a profoundly negative ecological
impact, and that in effect, more "cultural diversity" comes at the expense of "biological diversity", as new housing sprawls over our best farmland to accommodate
immigration-driven population growth, putting 500 species-at-risk?”
America is being watered down, dumbed down and subjected to our cultural
poverty—imported by the cultures brought to this country. Our culture is being
obliterated. We must stand for America’s unique culture, our ability to vote for our
leaders, for women’s rights, for children’s rights and for the freedoms guaranteed
by our Constitution.We must engage a total moratorium on all immigration and
stop the destruction of America’s culture, language and way of life.

